
Over 40 Hashers and visitors arrived at the picturesque beach site in 

Bang Kao on Saturday.



Hares Goes Round Again and Anna had arranged with the local restaurant owner 
to use the Hash site. 



Unknown to them, it was also the site for a local Night Market. It all worked out with 
tasty snacks on hand for the Hashers and extra income for the venders. There 

were even baby goats for the cute Awww! Moment!



The GM, with a dodgy knee, was left guarding the site and noted just how quiet it 
was when everyone was out on the trail!









45 minutes later and the walkers were streaming back into the site with the 
runners not far behind.



The Circle was soon underway, and Brothel Bob once again retained his 
Neckwear as it was agreed it was an excellent Hash



Once again Trailer Trash was the FRB!

This girl can move!.



Corky called out Tangerine Man for the Hash Crash headwear.



Simon the Barrow Boy and Karen 
celebrated Birthdays and were subjected to 

a rousing if somewhat discordant Happy 
Birthday!



We had a variety of visitors with a somewhat Welsh flavor but also from 
Germany and Thailand. 



Of course, one of them had to be iced just for appearances sake!



We had two naming’s this week. 

It was felt that Goes Round Again’s new “Housekeepr” had to be called 

Goes Down Again.

Brothel Bobs new friend seems to consistently wear Pink and even had pink 
highlights in her hair. It was assumed that “Everything” was pink and so she will be 

called Pink Pussy.



Karen and Colin had looked on with amusement at the Naming until it 
was pointed out that they would be named next week!



One of our visitors was also iced for incessant talking. He had no idea of what to 
do but it is unlikely this will be his last time on the Ice!



Next weeks Hare is Trailer Trash. 

She has co-opted Black & Tan and DFL  who have freely admitted she is the Brains 
of the outfit, and they are just Paper Carriers!



The AGPU will be on February 11th at 
The Chill Inn, Lipanoi.
More details to follow. 
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